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Abstract
This thesis is ultimately an exercise in understanding the processes of transformation in
an urban environment. How can one determine the relevant physical attributes of an
existing fabric for inclusion in new construction as a way towards building greater
continuity? For this investigation I have chosen to examine and work within the context
of Charleston, South Carolina. Charleston is a city over two hundred years old, which
now supports a very different social and economic structure from that of its original
physical manifestation. There exists an explicit, regulating set of principles that underlay
the historic built context. Considering that building technologies, means and methods
have changed along with our notions of spatial requirements (clearly demonstrated through
already existing transformations), it does not seem appropriate that one would duplicate
the physical reality of buildings produced in the distant past. Equally inappropriate are
current trends of producing veneered images of the past. If these solutions for generating
new structures are to be avoided, existing buildings and the resultant spatial relationships
defined must be thoroughly understood.
Here then is an investigation of Charleston's spatial structure from which certain design
parameters will be extracted towards the generation of several design projections. Spatial
structure embodies those elements which define and articulate the sizes (and therefore
capacity) and particular qualities of space, for example: whether open or closed, vertical or
horizontal, light or dark, collective or private, indoor or outdoor, etc. Having lived in
Charleston for three years, the particular solutions put forth will also be driven by my
biased understandings of what it means to live in Charleston's urban environment.
The method is one of direct observation using photographs, sketches and measured
drawings towards understanding patterns of use, qualities of light and essence of place. In
organizing these observations this thesis relies on the levels of spatial definition derived
by N. J. Habraken.
The levels include:
- that of the city: large scale networks, interventions and landscape attributes, i.e. streets,
oceans, rivers, marshes, railroads, city block structures, etc.
- that of the tissue: within the block structure the system of buildings and spaces
- that of the site
- that of the building
- that of the building elements
The investigation at all levels includes understanding public vs. private space, light as an
organizer of space, the means for spatial definition and the range of forms and sizes of all
physical elements.
The thesis organization is as follows:
- initial observations at the size of the city and the tissue
- observations at the size of the site and the building
- design projections
- analysis of design projections as a means towards understanding primary spatial
definitions within the Charleston context
Thesis Supervisor: Thomas Chastain
Title: Assistant Professor
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The direct enjoyment of vivid perception isfurther
enlarged because sensible, identifiable places are
convenient pegs on which to hang personal
memories,feelings and values. Place identity is
closely linked to personal identity. "I am here"
supports "I am". Kevin Lynch, Good City Form
Within a commonly accepted framework--one that
produces lucidity and not anarchy--we can manipulate
the nuances of scale and style, of texture and colour
and of character and individuality, juxtaposing them
in order to create collective benefits. Gorden Cullen,
The Concise Townscape
Introduction
The Intention:
The frame of reference that this thesis is biased towards is that architecture is "buildings
collectively" which together constitute the larger physical environment we inhabit.
Components of that environment can then be discussed in terms of their various operative
systems: those of construction, structure, materials, light, space, access,use, etc. We tend
to live by association. Every experience takes place in reference to a particular physical
environment. Every perception builds upon or leads to an increased understanding of our
position in the world at this time. By maintaining greater continuity in our physical
environment, we allow ourselves the luxury of a coherent and ordered system larger than
and outside of ourselves. The larger the system and/or the more systems there are that we
understand, the smaller the gap between us and the universe. One way to understand this
concept is to imagine two scenarios which highlight the extremes of our relationship to
our physical environment. 1. Passing by he house next door' a familiar part of one's
immediate environment. The people who live there and their habits and traditions of
daily, routine living are familiar. The larger political, social, cultural and physical
context to which this house belongs is understood. 2. Traveling to a place five thousand
miles from one's home, a different cultural, social, political and physical structure.
Everything experienced is an unexpected surprise, a series of isolated incidents because of
the many gaps in one's knowledge of the total environment. This element of surprise and
adventure, or stated another way, blissful ignorance, is tolerable only for a traveler
seeking new experiences, knowledge, etc. in a foreign place; it is not acceptable if the
experience from one's front door is new and unanticipated. One can then rely on nothing
outside of one's home; there exists a great disparity between relative experiential sizes:
Occasion and place will reinforce each other to create
an active involvement in the immediate, material
world and an enlargement of the self. Kevin Lynch,
Good City Form
from one person, or family...a mere microcosm to the larger world and universe. Most
species of animals either adapt to, move from or don't survive in such an unpredictable
environment. Human beings have one other option often implemented for survival: to
close one's door on the world and retreat inside, further enstranging themselves from all
levels of physical interaction. Some would argue that because of our technologically
advanced communications networks the physicality of living is no longer the primary
concern of architecture. This of course opens another immense topic of discussion which
this thesis will not pursue. The point is that we are physical beings and as such are
affected by changes in our physical environment, whether they are built or climatic.
The development of an understandable urban environment becomes difficult when the
production of architecture architecture is not recognized as part of a larger collective
building effort. Often buildings are imagined and built as if they were isolated incidents
on a blank piece of paper. Buildings are not autonomous interventions in a seamless
environment; but structure the continuous space we inhabit. Therefore as we continue to
transform our environment through building, renovation, excavation and demolition, we
have the opportunity to contribute to that larger understanding of physical definitions;
that only by building/intensifying certain primary continuities will there be any order
House along Church S t from which to support the discontinuities.
Before returning to graduate school I was working in a small architectural office in
Charleston, South Carolina. It was while presenting a design project to the city's Board
of Architectural Review (BAR) that I began to seriously question what qualities one
would intensify within a given context to build the continuity between old and new. My
discussion with the BAR centered around appropriate window details i.e., location, sizes,
King Street 1947
material of the frame, material of the sill, etc. I feel that this approach tends to scrutinize
the details while ignoring the larger consequences of potentially inappropriate spatial
decisions. A window is an isolated object/ element in a more inclusive system of
closure: that edge condition in the zone between inside and outside. It works together
with other elements such as walls, screens and doors to define territorial limits; for
example, the street on one side and an interiorized space on the other. As with most
comprehensive systems there are varying degrees of separation from one space to another,
from inside to outside. It is only with this reading of a window as a particular detail in a
larger system of definition that one can go further and begin to understand other physical
systems of structure, of material and still further of particular use associations of
physically defined space, i.e. public vs. private vs. some size collective.
The City
Charleston is an architecturally rich, romantic garden city. Today it thrives on its tourist
attracting historic architectural heritage. It is one of the first municipalities to have
recognized the value of its historic architecture by enacting protective legislation in 1931.
Today the evolution of its built environment continues to be orchestrated through zoning
regulations as well as the aforementioned, voluntary Board of Architectural Review
(BAR). The board is composed of architects, engineers, city staff and other lay persons
interested in historic preservation. Al proposed modifications to structures fifty years or
older and any new buildings to be constructed within the "Old and Historic District" must
be approved by the BAR.
I believe this strategy for preservation is appropriate and necessary to ensure some
continuity within our environment. The question then becomes: What appropriate,King Street 1989
The typical town is not a pattern of streets but a
sequence of spaces created by buildings. Gordon
Cullen, The Concise Townscape
The fit of a settlement refers to how well its spatial
and temporal pattern matches the customary behavior
of its inhabitants. Kevin Lynch, Good City Form
relevant guidelines does one work with for the good of an architecturally rich city which
is not an embalmed museum piece but a habitable environment supporting the lives of
over two hundred and fifty thousand people? Preservation laws and zoning codes place a
priority on the public face of Charleston: that edge zone which can be viewed from a
public right-of-way. The interiors of any building (unless certain easements are applied to
the particular building), no matter its historic significance, may be unrecognizably altered.
Any exterior not on public display may also be altered. Apparently a city which
encourages designing from the outside in.
It is my opinion that the present guidelines for building do not ensure the continuity of
established spatial definitions existing in Charleston, but rather promote a stereotyped
version of a very limited image; in particular, that which is known as the Single House.
The Single House with its infinite variations is the dominant building type, but it alone
is not Charleston. What then are the primary physical patterns and definitions that are
particular to Charleston?
1704 Map of Charleston, original city
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A Brief History
Charleston, South Carolina, originally a British territory, was founded in 1670 and settled
at Albemarle Point on the Ashley River (opposite the peninsula). The location proved to
be swampy and difficult to defend and in 1680 the settlement moved to its present
location on the peninsula (Oyster Point), formed by the confluence of the Ashley and
Cooper Rivers. An irregular grid of eight blocks was inhabited with low, crowded
buildings and a surrounding high brick wall encompassing what are now East Bay,
Cumberland, Meeting and Water Streets. Both Cumberland and Water Streets were
initially large creeks: natural boundaries to the north and south, with East Bay Street
along the river to the east. This particular stretch of the Cooper River with its deep water
channel and relatively narrow area of marsh was ideal for shipping and is where
Charleston began to build a port.
Charleston began its export business with Indian trade in skins and later with rice and
finally cotton. The transformation of this small frontier settlement to a viable
commercial center resulted not surprisingly in physical expansion. By 1717 a number of
small farmsteads were located outside of the fortified city and by 1740 only portions of
the eastern wall remained. Expansion was primarily west to the Ashley River as well as
south to the tip of the peninsula and by 1740 north to Beaufain Street. The city suffered
a devastating fire in 1740; cause for the subsequent intentional shift from attached
dwellings to narrow, free-standing houses. By 1788, though the city advanced north four
more blocks to Calhoun Street, primary growth was by subdividing existing lots and
building both vertically (more than a single story- typically not more than four) and into
the center of the block. At this time Charleston was oriented on an east/ west axis.
- . .-. - - -.-
1788 Map of Charleston
Aerial view of the Charleston peninsula
Cooper River Bridge, connecting Charleston to Mt.
Pleasant
Commercial activity began at the Cooper Riverfront and spread west along Broad, Tradd
and Elliot Streets. North/ south streets such as Church, State, Meeting and King were
primarily residential, though often with commercial ground floors.
Many Charleston residents, including wealthy merchants wanting more spacious lots,
enslaved and free blacks running from the scrutiny of the authorities and the white
population of low to middle income families not able to build because of high real estate
values and ordinances prohibiting the construction of wooden buildings, began moving
north to what is referred to as "the neck" of the peninsula: that area between Calhoun and
Line Street (adjacent to today's crosstown highway bypass). As residents moved north, so
did retail businesses and the transportation axis changed from east/ west to north/ south as
road travel increased in importance over water travel. King and Meeting Streets became
major retail markets with prime lots continuing to be subdivided until buildings were
continuous for blocks. The infill of a creek bed allowed the addition of Market Street
where the city established its local market,replacing the markets on Queen, Broad and
Tradd Streets: another reason for the change in direction of the city's access.
During the nineteenth century Charleston's development consisted primarily of municipal
improvements: streets were paved and water and sewage systems were initiated. New
construction was minimal, which inadvertently led to the preservation of many historic
buildings. With the growth of tourism the city recognized the value of its historic
architecture. It was amongst the first municipality to enact protective legislation in
1931. Today Charleston remains the dominant city of South Carolina, though as of 1786
Columbia has been the capital. Preservation continues with the aid and encouragement of
federal tax incentives and such organizations as the Preservation Society of Charleston,
Charleston Historic Foundation and the National Trust as well as other private
corporations. The preservation of historic buildings today is enforced by the city's zoning
regulations and the voluntary Board of Architectural Review (BAR).
Charleston's Old and Historic District
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Scale of Intervention
Walking along any Charleston street one generally experiences a one to one alternating
rhythm of buildings (typically detached houses) and gardens. Sometimes it is the house
which is dominant and other times it is the garden. Regardless, what is consistent is that
both the houses and the open spaces together are the ingredients from which the particular
fabric of Charleston has been composed. To further understand the system of building at
the tissue size one must look at the differences in public and private territories, their
respective capacity for use based on their size, orientation (hence qualities of light), and
adjacent relationships and what forms/ means of definition if any distinguish them as
separate.
In the case of Charleston it is apparent that the city developed additively and incrementally
at the size of one (the norm) or at most, plus or minus seven lots. There was clearly a
system or perhaps one should say tradition of building within which an infinite range of
subtle variations could and did occur. Never would one find mass produced identical/
uniform structures so much a part of our conditioned "Levitown" environments today.
Houses were built by master craftsmen or individual owners utilizing common methods,
elements and understandings of the relationships amongst the elements, which in their
particular assemblage render each building individually while maintaining some larger
understanding of a house on its particular block within this city.
Given this understanding, one can begin to further investigate the built fabric of
Charleston with the aid of artificially imposed categories which, in generic terms I will
refer to as: the size of a single lot or intervention and the size of the collective. There
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Along Elliot St.towards Bedon's Alley
exist many levels of collective, one of which is the collective at the lot size. At the size
of the single lot there exists a range of lot dimensions and of built structures (types and
sizes), which in turn generates a range in the size and form of open/ unbuilt (nonetheless
structured) space. Though there exists a number of buildings building types which can be
categorized, the dominant fabric consists primarily of single, detached dwellings. The
house type I have chosen to investigation as a means towards gaining some insight about
the larger context is that of the Single House. It is the dominant building type as well as
the predominate stereotyped image of Charleston.
Other collective sizes include that of a court (dead end alley within the block), an alley, a
street, a block, a neighborhood, etc. adding towards the size of the city. Because the basic
unit of growth in Charleston was that of the single lot, it is that size intervention which
must first be understood (as one would understand the conditions for using a fireplace and
chimney at the size of a building) before attempting to generate any reasonable new
construction in Charleston. The next level of investigation would then include
understandings at the sizes of all the aforementioned range of collectives depending on the
size of intervention to be generated.
Houses along State Street
Er
A Range of Collective Sizes
Houses along Church Street
Street as Collective: Marion and
Jasper Streets, Radcliffeborough
#10 Jasper Street along street edge
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Along Marion Street looking east
Longitude Lane
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East entrance from East Bay Street
Looking from East to West
West entrance from Church Street
As
4Structures along the alleys are not aligned on the
street edge. Rather they are often set back which
opens the space of the narrow lane, allowing both
light and air to penetrate further. Driveways off the
alley are not separated by walls or gates; they exist as
a widening of the alley -- most often the paving is
continuous. This intermittent fattening of the alley
provides a collective public space in the center of the
block -- a rarity because lots are usually surrounded
by privatizing garden walls.
if
Plan of Longitude Lane
Stoll's Alley
Entrance at Church Street .......
U
A house along the alley, see plan for location
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Plan of Stoll's Alley
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Court as Collective: Murphy's Court
and a new development
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Plan of two courts off of Vanderhorst Street
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Eleven identical packed single family houses. An
expanded driveway substitutes for the street. The
sidewalks measure 2.5 feet, adequate for one person
only.
Where one power must decide about a hundred
configurations, it will tend to decide on one and repeat
it a hundred times. The village that becomes an army
barracks will shift into umformity. The army
barracks invaded by squatters will sprout variety.
John Habraken, Transformations of the Site
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Enlarged plan of Single Houses along Murphy's
Court
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Charleston's Neighborhoods
Charleston was developed in sections and is now categorized in terms of neighborhoods.
Described here are only a few of the many that exist in an attempt to understand what is
common in the physical fabric at the size of the city.
-A
Single Houses along Elizabeth Street
(#'s 37, 39, 41, 43, 45, 47 and 49) 22
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Wraggsborough
Situated on the east side of "the Neck ". Annexed to the city in 1849. It was developed
and parceled by John Wragg, who set aside a park and a mall (Wragg Mall) for public use.
The remaining land was subdivided and sold by his heirs. Historically, in an attempt to
reduce the threats of fire and disease and to discourage the clustering of slave dwellings,
developers regulated against the formation of intersecting alleys. Blocks tended to be
smaller, reducing the predisposition for alleys, however many courts (alleys which dead
ended in the center of the block) were able to be developed regardless of regulations. The
upper wards (north of Calhoun) contain the majority of the courts in the city.
The suburb was planned for mixed use with retail businesses and professional offices
concentrated on King Street. Other areas are primarily residential with local corner stores,
designated quite often by the missing corner, cut at a 45 degree angle. If a store is not
building the block's corner, then the side of a house or a garden wall provides a
continuous edge to wrap the corner.
Wraggsborough's single houses are generally smaller than those south of Calhoun Street
and typically built of wood instead of masonry. Lot widths average forty feet rather than
fifty feet on Church Street. Most east side single houses are without many support
structures. One reason is that suburban auxiliary buildings were originally built of wood
(which have since burned or deteriorated) versus their urban counterparts, which were
typically built of more substantial materials, usually imitating the main house in
architectural detail. A second reason is that less affluent households could not afford as
many support structures, and lower to middle class families, freed blacks, and slaves hadI:.
no need for servants' quarters or carriage houses. Rear yards remain open with an
occasional storage shed or garage. The east side continues to be an economically and
racially mixed community.
View north along Elizabeth Street
View east along Wragg Mall
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View south along Sires Street
Line and Bogard Streets: (Between Spring Street and the crosstown
expressway)
This is one of the denser areas, though again, single houses are the predominant house
type. Blocks are narrower and lots are smaller and not as deep: the proportion of width to
depth of one to three in most other parts of the city is often reduced to the ratio of one to
two. There exists a network of both two lane streets, many of which have been
designated as one way, and one lane roads, the width of which would be considered alleys
if one were south of Broad. The physical differences manifested because they are through
streets are that houses are built to the edge of their lots (to the sidewalk), constricting the
already narrow road. The house types themselves continue to be similar to those
throughout the city; therefore, the width of the house changes only slightly with smaller
lots. A higher density is therefore achieved only by packing the houses closer together,
the space between the houses being reduced to a directional access strip: a path. The
porches provide access to the upper apartments; the stairs separating the porch from what
little yard remains. Not surprisingly, due to the small physical dimensions and the
inability for sunlight to penetrate such narrow vertical spaces the yards are rarely used.
Because of the additional stair access the porches are no longer of room use dimension
(+/- 8 feet). The street remains the only usable, outdoor space and is, in fact, quite
animated. This combination of factors results in: houses that are packed back to back,
front to front and side to side leaving little room for the sun to penetrate either the rear of
the lot, the center of the block or between the houses. Only the street facades are
guarantied direct sunlight.

Built/ unbuilt.... Figure/ ground diagram
Street and block organization
Radcliffborough
A nineteenth century development along the western side of "the Neck" built to the
original western edge of the city. Subsequent landfill has enlarged the edges of "the
Neck", fattening it until it is today wider than the main peninsula. Three hospitals and
their accompanying concrete parking garages have been built to the west of
Radcliffborough. Consequently, there is no nearby marsh to absorb heavy rainfalls, etc.;
the area is therefore prone to flooding, and in response houses are raised three to five feet
above grade.
This neighborhood tended to be settled by wealthy merchants, doctors and lawyers.
Blocks were typically divided into only three or four lots. Huge homes and occasionally
apartment buildings (rarely more than four or five stories) were built on or near the
corner, though they were set back from the road similar to suburban developments today.
They typically were surrounded with masonry walls or iron fences. Eventually between
these corner anchor buildings, smaller lots were parceled off and developed with a range of
housing types. Houses and lot sizes are similar to those on the east side in
Wraggsborough. As well, many houses are divided into two units split between the
upper and lower floors.
There exists between Coming and Radcliffe Street (a two block wide zone, north and
south) and between Coming and Smith Street (another two block wide zone, east and
west) several blocks which are minimally, if at all built. This discontinuity in the city's
fabric constitutes a major barrier between the Radcliffborough neighborhood and that
neighborhood north of Cannon Street (Spring, Bogard and Line Streets). This area is one
in which the housing authority has recently orchestrated the building of several homes via
its scattered infill housing program. This policy has been effective in beginning to bridge
this gap in the city's physical structuring. As implemented by the housing authority
single lots house two units, one at the street front, the other in the rear. Both units are
two stories. The units have been designed to fit into a virtual Single House shell, and
.... blend almost identically with adjacent authentic neighbors. Is this pastiche or good urban
design? Regardless, it is testimony to Charleston's concern with its exterior image.
Houses along Morris Street
Charleston Single Houses
A house with a side hall #10 Jasper Street. Elevation
and Section.
A comer store at Radcliff and Jasper Streets
Single Houses along the east side of Thomas street
looking north.
#20 and #22 Thomas Street
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A typical block structure in Radcliffbourough. The
corners are anchored by larger institutional buildings
and large homes. The lots between these buildings
are occupied by smaller houses. The center of the
block is open with an occasional dependency or shed
structure.
Plan of block: Warren, Smith Vanderhorst and
Thomas Streets
An apartment building along Vanderhorst Street, with
smaller houses infilled beyond.
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View west along Broad Street
View east along Broad Street
South of Broad
"South of Broad" literally refers to everything south of Broad Street (at one time the city's
northern boundary). This is an area which had become and continues to be where the
wealthy elite of Charleston reside. Though it is categorized as one neighborhood, its
components range in character and physical attributes. East and South Battery and Murray
Boulevard, along the city's southern and eastern edges, with their grand houses and public
boardwalk, promote the reputation Charleston has about its public, pedestrian friendly
waterfront. On the other hand, Legare Street, between Tradd and Gibbs Streets is a long
interior block which maintained its generous original lots throughout the many
development spurts when bordering sites were subdivided. One could continue to further
distinguish the many areas south of Broad Street; however, I chose to look at two blocks
which were within the original fortifications of the city: from Broad Street south to Water
Street, and from Church Street east to East Bay Street.
Broad Street is the main business street with an inordinate number of banks and real estate
agencies. In between one can find restaurants, and other commercial outlets working
together to provide a continuous built edge, broken only by an occasional side alley.
Buildings range from stuccoed row houses to independent Greek Revival buildings with
two story columns. These buildings are generally three to four stories high --
occasionally going up to nine stories. As one moves south from Broad Street the
neighborhood becomes primarily residential with the ground floor occasionally occupied
with retail. Beyond the first alley, Elliot Street, the standard house-yard-house patter
begins.
Looking cast along Murray Boulevard along the
harbor.
Standard blocks are relatively large and have been subsequently intersected with alleys
which better utilize what would have been interior, unbuilt space. Structures along the
main streets are built to the edge with garden walls and gates providing the continuity
between buildings. The public remains on the outside unless invited further, though
between houses it is generally visually unobstructed to the rear of the lot. Buildings are
two and one half to three and one half stories tall and between eight inches and a full story
above grade (typically the case for those along the water's edge). The land here is
relatively high as this is one area not built on filled marshlands-- still it is only about
three feet above high tide.
Structures along the alleys are not aligned on the street edge. Rather they are often set
back which opens the space of the narrow lane, allowing both light and air to penetrate
further. Driveways off the alley are not separated by walls or gates; they exist as a
widening of the alley -- most often the paving is continuous. This intermittent fattening
of the alley provides a collective public space in the center of the block -- a rarity because
lots are usually surrounded by privatizing garden walls.
The houses tend to be used by single families; some continue to have retail at the ground
floor. Some larger buildings have been divided into condominiums or began as tenements
(traditionally a term synonymous with apartment building). In the case of single houses
the building footprint to lot ratio is typically one to one, though the open yard is
sometimes greater than the built surface. Some have built additions to join the main
house to the kitchen house; others retain them as separate buildings enabling the potential
renting of both the kitchen and carriage houses as independent units.
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Parking
In most urban environments parking becomes a dominant issue at the level of the city,
not at the level of the site. There are of course exceptions when the size and capacity of
the site is so large as to impact the size of the city. Residential two and three story
interventions in a city such as Charleston are at a site size not large enough to impact the
capacity for parking at the size of the city. Current zoning laws require that each unit of
housing have one and one half units of parking. Hence if one divides a single lot to
accommodate three different units of housing, one must provide four and one half units of
parking. On an average 50 x 150 foot lot the results are that parking occupies all of the
remaining unbuilt open space. What is ironic is that the now paved or graveled
designated parking areas tend to be devoid of any cars as well as any signs of human
inhabitation. It is my opinion that current zoning regulations are better suited to and
encourage suburban planning.
The density levels in Charleston do not warrant on site parking accommodations. If one
considers interventions larger than a single lot size, i.e. at the size of a city block, then
parking does become a factor. To preserve the use of private open space in the city for
inhabitation by people and not cars, it seems that some form of collective parking is a
more appropriate solution than evenly distributing cars into every dweller's yard. One
option is to implement some form of back alley access parking (refer to Appendix page
..). Another option is to designate some land within every block (not at the corners),
maintaining the alternating built unbuilt contextual pattern established, for leaseable
collective parking.
On the
Charleston Single House
3. Pringle house, Charleston, South Carolina, 1774
The Charleston Single House
Single House on Ashley Avenue
#20 Montague Street, a rare occurance, the rear wall
is lined with windows
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, most of the structures found dispersed
across the rural plantation site were also crammed onto the constricted urban lot. Lots
were deep and narrow to maximize available street frontage. Houses were built to the
street edge, typically with their narrow end facing the street. Behind the main structure,
auxiliary buildings were arranged within a fenced compound, often including slave
quarters, kitchens, stables, a well and a privy. The main house was predominantly part of
the street, a component of the urban environment. The rear buildings were then
aggregated to form a collective, working yard, related to the larger urban environment
only through their association with the main house. These support structures are
generally not more than two stories, a guarantee that rear yards will have adequate
sunlight. Gardens, both ornamental and agricultural were sometimes planted and
livestock was often kept within such compounds.
South of Calhoun Street an average lot is fifty feet wide by one hundred and fifty feet
long. Lots in later developments outside of the original city were reduced to an average of
forty feet in width and sometimes to thirty feet and less to further maximize street
frontages as densities increased. With smaller lot sizes, the opportunities for supporting
auxiliary buildings were minimized. What remained was the size of the main house and
that of the rear yard in lieu of a larger compound, including the main house, and several
smaller buildings which together generate a side yard, a rear yard and some slack spaces
between the buildings when they are not attached. Because a Single House is one room
wide, its interior dimensions changed only slightly to correspond to varying lot sizes.
Therefore it is the side yard which changes. In the case of a fifty foot lot frontage the yard
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Stair in the main house at the second floor landing
is approximately half the dimension of the site: a positive space, literally an exterior
room equal to that of the interior (the porch exists within this zone). As the lot width
decreases, so then does the side yard until eventually it is merely a breezeway through
which one can access a now private rear yard. When this condition is repeated it becomes
not unlike most suburban developments where the house is placed floating in the center
of its lot away from its neighbors with negative, unbuilt space around it. The fact that
the Charleston house is built to the zero lot line affords it no advantages at the smaller lot
size. Lost is the richness that exists with a greater variation in sizes of both interior and
exterior spaces.
At the building size, within the broad category of the Single House, there exists a range
of variation corresponding to historic period, particular builder, particular inhabitant.
Common to all single houses is that they are one room wide with two rooms per floor
divided by a central stair hall into which one enters from the outside. The same floor plan
is repeated for two or three stories. The back wall, opposite the entrance is usually a
straight, unbroken surface with interior fireplaces centered within the principal rooms.
Typically the only fenestration along this wall is a Palladian window at the various
landings in the stair hall. The major variations at the building size are evident in the
number of full stories, whether it be two or three, the materials and corresponding details
for either wood or masonry, whether there exists a piazza (porch) along the length of the
house (oriented to the south or west taking advantage of prevailing breezes) and how
many stories it rises, between one and three, whether a bay window has been incorporated
in the front room, again rising from one to three stories and whether it is the length or
the width of the house which faces the street (more typical).
Speculation as to the origin of the single house ranges from local innovation to
variations derived from Africa or the Caribbean. It appears most likely that the single
house is a transformation of the standard row house which accommodated both public
(commercial) and private (residential) functions. The basic plan of the single house can
be found in both row house and paired single house types. Paired single houses share one
common wall opposite the entrance, typically with fireplaces along that common wall: a
semi-detached variant of the row house. The side entrance probably evolved from
accommodating both public and private functions. Many single houses, as well as row
houses and paired dwellings have one entrance at the street which opens to a business and
the other (historically through an arched opening at the street) around the side of the house
providing direct access to the living space above. Because both the public and private
functions of living can be accommodated within the row house, the question still
remains: why the transformation to the detached version of the plan? One reason
generally given is for ventilation, though if this were the primary consideration one
would expect the rear wall opposite the piazzas to have windows to assist in the flow of
air currents through the house. It has been theorized that the rear wall has been left
predominantly blank to insure some level of privacy; however, the windows in the stair
hall and other occasional scattered windows are enough to interrupt the potential privacy
offered by the wall. The reasonable conclusion is that the virtually blank wall and
separation of dwellings provides a fire break similar to that in a row house. To insure the
maximal separation and utilization of land, single houses are usually built to the zero lot
line along one side, based on orientation: north, south, east and west. The opposite side
remains open--a yard, porch, drive,etc. perpendicular to the street and the direction of
entry.
Just as the Single House can be understood as a
transformation of a row house, it can also be seen as
a re-adaptation of a plantation house, limited to the
size and form of the urban lot. The physical
implications remain consistent. The main house is
oriented toward the street or side yard. When
auxiliary buildings exist, they aggregate to give form
to the yard; their connection to the main house is
minimal (one of support). They are connected to the
public realm via the main house.
Here you can see the themes that have fascinated me
for so long: growth and change, the continuation of
patterns as results of human action; the way living
urban tissues are developed out of many small,
individual entities; and above all the underlying
structure, the relatively constant holding the
extraordinary that compliments the beauty of the
ordinary--the leaves and the flowers that speak of the
same tree. John Habraken, 'The Leaves and the
Flowers", VIA IV
Row houses Paired houses
#48 Elizabeth Street, the Robinson-Aiken House
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The Charleston Single House
Vertically the categories from top to bottom include:
- attached houses or those with both street and side
entries
- detached houses with only side entries
- detached houses with porches and only side entries
- detached houses with porches, side entries and stairs
leading to one or more second story units
Horizontally the categories illustrate a range of
typical sizes and materials. The double perimeter
walls denoting masonry construction, the single
perimeter walls denoting frame construction. The
largest size registered to the left getting smaller
towards the right.
The interior spatial behaviors at the house size are
consistent- two rooms divided by a stair hall which
also provides access from the exterior. The exterior
relationships between the interior and the exterior yard
and between the yard and the street clearly vary. In
the top row the added street access implies that the
front room is closely related to the street (typically
for retail at the ground floor). Entry to the private
residence is from the side. In the two center rows
(horizontally) the difference is in the capacity of the
space. Without the added porch zone (sheltered
exterior space) the interior space can only extend to
the unsheltered expanse of the yard. Reciprically, the
yard is confined between two solid walls without the
potential spatial extension through the columnar
screen of the porch. The bottom row illustrates the
densification of a single house through subdivision.
Typical patterns for subdivision include:
-extensions added onto the rear of the building
(because the front room is separated from the rest of
the house by the entrance, it often becomes
privatized)
- the extension of interiorized space into the porch
zone
- the addition of an independent, exterior access which
changes the relationship between inside and outside
and sometimes between lots, as is indicated in this
series of diagrams.
In the first diagram the exterior stair at the porch edge
becomes a barrier, altering the continuity of space
between the porch and the yard. The side yard
narrows to an access dimension. In the second
diagram the stair is located in the adjacent neighbors
yard, both compromising the privacy between lots
and disconnecting the residents of the second story
from the yard associated with their dwelling. The last
two diagrams are more typical solutions. In both
cases a portion of the porch is lost to access and an
interior space at the ground floor loses some degree of
privacy or light or both. Again the stair separates the
porch from the yard.
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A Range of Lot Sizes
As the lot width decreases, so then does the side yard
until eventually it is merely a breezeway through
which one can access a now private rear yard.
A typical forty foot lot, both with and without a
kitchen house.
A typical thirty foot lot can be found in some of the
nineteenth century developments.
Houses without side yards and with minimal rear
yards. A condition found in the densest part of the
city along Line and Bogard Streets.
Relative Dimensions
A dimensional study. In plan the size of the
collective yard (ignoring a recent addition) is the same
as the size of the two squares found in the main house
(including the porch). The interior stair hall is the
size of the overlap of the two squares. The stair hall
dimension is also that of the porch. The width of the
kitchen house is equal to that of the yard.
In section the square exists as a dimension from the
second floor to the top of the roof, displaced vertically
by the dimension of the first floor. The width of the
lot is equal to the height of the main house.
Section Through the Main House
Section Through the Kitchen House
Two Potential Orientations
#7 Gibbs Street
A Single House oriented so that its long side
intensifies the direction of the streeL Access to the
collective yard is through the same size space as a
Single House oriented with its narrow side to the
street. The yard however becomes privatized due the
the difference in the relative sizes of built space to
open space. A separate access is provided to the
kitchen house.
#6 Smith Street
The dimension of the yard is almost equal to that of
the house. The yard is as much a part of the street as
the house and is therefore as accessable. It is part of
the public, urban realm.
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Diagrams of #92 and 94 Church Street
The volumes of the buildings decrease in both height
and width towards the rear of the site. Sun is able to
penetrate further, beyond the lower buildings into the
yUd.
The footprint of the building(s) narrows towards the
rear of the site. The yard consequently increases. The
result is that both the built and the unbuilt space are
reciprically structured positive territories.
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At the front of the site, the house and porch dominate
the space. The sectional form of the yard being tall
and narrow implies a private gateway and access from
the street. Once inside, the first floor porch extends
the horizontal space of the yard, making the exterior
space equal to that of the interior. At the second floor
the porch floor and railings protrude out and constrict
the space. This is intensified if the porch has been
screened or completely interiorized (not uncommon
with special variances, though preservation laws
generally restrict this to the back portion so as not to
detract from the original street facade). The form of
the space is vertically reciprical.
At the rear of the site, the yard is dominant. The
form is dimensionally stable; the size implies a
collective territory.
Section Through the Main House
Section Through the Kitchen House
Compartmentalized interior rooms. A porch exists
along one edge defining the collective size of the
building. The buildings are arranged to define the
collective size of the compound.
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Material demarcations perpendicular to the street. The
diagram revealing zones of layered space and zones of
material. A range of various sized space is generated
and a range in the quality of materials is implied from
a thick habitable wall (that which provides some
territorial definition), to a planar wall, to a screened
edge and again to another thick wall.
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Material demarcations parallel to the street. The
diagram suggests privatization from street to yard, an
intensification of material aligned to one edge (the
zone of fireplaces) providing some containment. The
space continues unobstructed until confronting the
next edge with fireplaces.
The Facade as an Urban Element
An imageable house form at the building size.
A narrow box with a hat on top. Each component,
box and hat are scribed to be completed independent
forms, to be read separately or together.
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The zone of the fireplaces (between 3 and 5 feet wide),
always to the north or east of the box. The chimneys
of the fireplaces extend to build the full vertical
dimension and clearly mark the zone between two
properties. Horizontally the dimension is that of the
space between windows. The zone of the porches
builds another size into the composition of the facade:
horizontally between 8 and 10 feet, the size of a
single use zone; and vertically between 1.5 and 2.5
stories high, including the added parapet which
obstructs the porch roof from view. The ground floor
of the porch is closed with a wall. The entrance to
the house is through a carefully articulated door (an
overhead projection, a frame of pilasters,etc.) in the
wall. The wall of the closed porch together with the
gates and garden walls articulate a continuous
horizontal edge which builds the direction of the street
and clearly distinguishes the private from the public
realms. Some houses have additional zones: within
the roof zone, if the space is habitable there are often
dormers, and beyond the planar facade shallow
balconies or bay windows are sometimes added.
The windows and the space between the windows are
of equal dimension: window-space-window. The
windows are articulated with a frame (some more
elaborate than others). The windows together with
their shutters build horizontal bands at each floor
level.
#7 Gibbs Street
Second Floor Plan
Ground Floor Plan
View from the street
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View from the drive looking into the yard (Due to
extensive damage by Hurricane Hugo this house was
a bit of a wreck. It is currently being restored.)
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#5 Gibbs Street
Ground Floor Plan
Second Floor Plan
Third Floor Plan
View from the street View from the rear yard looking towards the street
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#17 Smith Street
Ground Floor Plan
Second Floor Plan
Small waterworks building at the rear of the lot. The
lot is deeper than most, approximately one hundred
and ninety feet long. Third Floor Plan
j

#6 Smith Street
Ground Floor Plan
Looking from the street into the rear yard
Second Floor Plan
Loking into the rear yard from the street
[A
Third Floo Plan
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View from the street
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#94 Church Street
Ground Floor Plan
Side Elevation
Street Elevation: #'s 90, 92, 94 and 96 Church Street
#94 and 96 Church Street looking north towards
Broad Street
Third Floor Plan
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Fourth Floor Plan
#92 Church Street
Ground Floor Plan
Second Floor Plan
1
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Third Floor Plan
.........
IFireplace in the kitchen house (uninhabited due to
Hugo re-construction)
IL-Looking towards the street from the rear of the lot
Fireplace in the main house (uninhabited due to Hugo
re-construction)

Qualities of Light
Because Charleston is a somewhat tropical coastal city located at thirty three degrees
North latitude on the Atlantic Ocean, one is always aware of the sun, the wind and the
humidity. Because buildings are low and there is as much built as unbuilt territory, light
is capable of penetrating almost everywhere. Buildings and especially porch structures are
oriented to control light, wind and shade. Building exteriors, if not masonry are generally
painted white to reflect the sun, or shades of pastel to mirror the range of colors which
exist in light along the water. Due to high humidity levels, the heavy atmosphere carries
the colors inland. This phenomena is quite evident along a group of houses near the
01 water's edge known as rainbow row. Each house is painted a different color. The edge of
the street is intensified as the sun's colors change throughout the day from cool morning
to warm afternoon light.
Schindler, Lovell Beach House
In general, during the day, streets running north-south are continuously lit along at least
one edge (depending on the time of day). On the other hand, streets running east-west
exhibit an alternating pattern of light and dark: each house throwing shade and their yards
allowing opportunity for the sun to penetrate. At the lot size and within the block the
generalizations must end due to the range of building configurations, sizes and densities.
Building interiors, due to relatively smallevenly spaced punched window openings and
accompanying porches providing shade receive very little direct light. This helps
maintain some relief from the heat of course, but the cost, is a relatively dark interior at
all times of day. Historically interiors were painted dark colors i.e. forest green or ox
blood red, contributing to the almost cave-like protection of the indoors.
Sun Diagram
Projecting the sun's angles at various times of the day
and year enables one to understand how light is used
to organize space.
#92 Church Street
December 21 at 2:00 pm.
#92 Church Street
June 21 at 2:00 pm.
#92 Church Street
During the Equinox at 2:00 pm.
SiH.Row During the Equinox at 2:00 pm.
Schindler, Residence for James H. Row
#7 Gibbs Street
During the Equinox at 2:00 pm.
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Patterns of Use
This study has been confined to residential uses. Because of the guarantied richness of
environment incorporated in the range of potential spaces in existence in the lot size of
plus or minus fifty feet of street frontage, it is this size compound which I have chosen to
study further. The notion is that the study of existing patterns of living will inform the
resultant design intentions, understandings and projections.
#5 Gibbs Street
Though not a single house, but the dimensions of the
spaces, built and unbuilt are similar. The use of the
compound is similar as well. The main house
dominates the compound. A three story, four
bedroom dwelling plus a habitable dormer space. The
rear unit is accessed through the yad: a rented one
bedroom apartment. The yard has been zoned in
various materials for a variety of uses. Circling the
building is a zone of gravel; parking is restricted to
the area between the street and the gates. The next
zone is grass and has lawn furniture strewn about.
The zone along the perimeter walls is a landscaped
garden
Ground Floor Plan
Second Floor Plan
Third Floor Plan
#7 Gibbs Street
The main house, a two bedroom dwelling plus a
habitable dormer space. The kitchen house a two
bedroom dwelling which is rented. The two users
share the yard. Each has direct access from the street.
(Due to the recent destruction of Hurricane Hugo, the
second floor of the main building was inaccessable.
The yard was also uninhabitable as it was filled with
debris.)
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Second Floor Plan of Kitchen House
Ground Floor Plan

#6 Smith Street
The ground floor of all three dwellings house the
public, living space. The main house has an
additional three bedrooms, a study and an attic storage
area. The center dwelling has two bedrooms, and the
rear dwelling has only one bedroom. The rear yard is
predominantly used by the two smaller dwellings
adjacent to it. It is grass, with a few trees and flowers
along the two property lines. The side from the street
to the interior gate is used for parking. The porch is
used by only the front two units. The rear unit is
accessed through the yard.
Second Floor Plan
Third Floor Plan
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Design Parameters
Today the houses of Charleston and their support structures are rarely inhabited by a
single family. The existing urban structure is generous enough that it has been divided to
support a higher density of socially and economically unrelated users than initially was
intended. The tradition of collective living, at the size of the site, physically manifested
in shared access and a yard, is an accepted system in Charleston as exhibited through
continued use. Because cities are continuing to grow and support a greater population it
is difficult and/or unreasonable to continue building a one-to-one relationship between the
street and one individual's house. In other words, it is inappropriate to build suburban
understandings of space, as in my house, my yard, my garage, my street, etc. in an urban
environment. To design a solution of equal or greater density than currently exists,
whether addatively or subdivisionally, one must accept the parameters of collective living.
By constructing space addatively as opposed to subdivisionally there is a greater
likelihood that all space will be positive: having intentional form and acceptable
conditions of light. The final intention then was to design addatively a number of units
which would encourage a range of users (afforded by a variety of spatial constraints) from
large families to smaller families to independent residents. The attitude is that no one
type of dweller should be categorized and segregated to a particular physical living
environment. People live together at the at the larger sizes of cities and neighborhoods.
Collective living at the level of the site should not be restricted to particular, loosely
categorizeable groups, for example, the elderly, or students, or couples without children or
families, etc. Why are we continually occupied with attempting to homogenize our
world? Limits for habitation are based on the capacity of the space. If there are a range of
EPP,-
sizes of spaces and units, there will be a greater variety of inhabitants and the
environment will be a richer place.
The process assumed throughout this thesis was that through design investigations a
clearer understanding of what was essential to the fabric of Charleston would make itself
evident. Presented here are two of the final explorations. Early design attempts can be
found in the appendix of this text. There are two solutions presented here. One is for the
condition of a single lot infill, the basic addative unit of measure in the Charleston
context. The other projection is at the size of three lots. An attempt to understand other
potential transformations of the Single House type.
Design Projections
Design Projections for a Single Lot
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Ground Floor Plan
1. Living
2. Dining
3. Kitchen
4. Bedroom
5. Porch
6. Collective Yard
7. Side Yard
Second Floor Plan
1. Living
2. Dining
3. Kitchen
4. Bedroom
5. Porch
6. Bedroom with Loft Above
7. Stair to Two Bedrooms on Third Floor
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Section A Section B I *dftW
Section C Section D

South Elevation
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The site is continuous. There is continuity of space:
the room has a window into the street, the street leads
into the square, other windows look out into the
square. There is continuity of material: walls make a
building, the building stands on the ground, the
ground holds other buildings. Each site is part of the
continuity of space and material, but to change the
site we must address the material: pick up elements
and give them their place. John Habraken,
Transformations of the Site
Street Elevation
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Isometric Sketch
94

Design Projection for
Three Lots
1. Studio
2. One Bedroom
3. Two Bedroom
4. Tre Bedroom
5. Four Bedroom
Ground Floor Plan
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Third Floor Plan
Making the
Transformations Explicit
son
On the Deployment of Materials
The deployment of material is required to define
space. Each material object or demarcation claims a
zone of territory relative to its placement in space. A
single column claims a zone of territory immediately
surrounding it (assume the dimension to be equal to
that of the material zone for comparative purposes).
Standing alone as an object without other materials it
has little association with the space around it. The
behavior is fractal. Should this ink dot represent a
skyscraper in an open plain, the behavior would be
the same.
Several columns together in a row, or similarly a
wall, begin to give the space they occupy direction,
but claim little territory outside of its line of
direction. Two walls separated an experiential
distance apart claim the space between them.
The zone of the fireplace in a Charleston Single
House builds the direction at the site size and gives an
orientation to the space. As the wall is the limit of
the property (usually solid) and the fireplaces project
from it, the orientation is in the direction of the
fireplace projections. The zone of territory claimed is
both between the fireplaces and beyond (its own
dimension).
When the fireplaces are located a particular distance
from the wall (in this case the dimension of the stair
landing, equal as well to the width of the fireplaces),
they continue to define the zone between themselves
and the wall. By orienting the fireplaces
perpendicular to the wall, the focus of the space is
parallel to the wall, in the direction of the dwelling.
The orientation continues to be in the direction of the
fireplace projections (perpendicular to the wall).
- - t
I I
Column
Single House
Fireplaces
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Wall Two Walls
Transformation of
Single House fireplaces
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Spatial Definition: Partial, Complete and Neutral
Partial definition refers to that amount of material
placed together so as to claim territory while not
overly limiting the range of interpretations by which
the territory can be inhabited. In simple terms, when
several partially defined territories are aggregated
together, it makes for flexible space.
Completely defined territory is that which is limited Partial
to the single interpretation determined by the
designer. This generally refers to special purpose
spaces, such as bathrooms, etc., but can be expanded-- -1
to include any space with clearly defined territorial e e S
limits. The compartmentalized rooms of a Single
House are completely defined spaces. Depending on
their size, they are generally limited to a single use.
Neutrally defined space, commonly referred to as * 0
universal space is completely open to interpretation.
There are relatively no territorial constraints. Not bad 0 0
if its the Sahara Desert, but at the size of a single
dwelling...?
Complete Neutral
A Simplistic Understanding on the Behavior of Form
A zone which is proportionally longer or taller than it
is wide defines a direction and implies movement.
Generally the form of access and with further
articulation can be considered an edge zone of
exchange between one territory and another. _ _ _
A square by definition has four sides of the same Access Use
dimension and can therefore be referred to as
dimensionally stable. A cube then would be
dimensionally stable in three dimensions. A use
territory, i.e. a bedroom, a collective territory, etc.
must be territorially stable if one is to inhabit the
space for any length of time. The cube is the most
stable form, and not a requirement to assure territorial
stability.
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Spatial Structure
Spatial Structure Isometric
Spatial structure embodies those elements which
defim and articulate the sizes (and therefore capacity)
and particular qualities of space, for example: whether
open or closed, vertical or horizontal, light or dark,
collective or private, indoor or outdoor, etc. This
particular spatial structure includes all building
structure, and the dominant physical demarcations
which determine the larger sizes and form of the
constructed territories, namely the stairs and the
fireplaces.
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Dimensioned Plan of the Spatial Structure
The physical building structure is composed of two
self stable zones between which floors may span or
not. The interior space is flexible for inhabitation
within the constraints of the stairs and fireplaces.
The exterior space is reciprically constructed without
the smaller dimensions generated by the placement of
the stairs and fireplaces. The wall zone and the porch
zone are independent structures of either masonry and
heavy timber or of concrete, both poured and block.
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Spatial Structure Plan
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Section at the Street Section Through the Collective Yard
105
The Collective Yard
ja
The landscape has been rendered so as to suggest
access through the porch and along the edge between
the built interior space and the unbuilt, structured
exterior space. The ground surface of the first floor
porch continuing to the rear of the site and the side
yard nearest the street are paved with brick, or
flagstone, or slate, etc. This enables and limits
parking to the front twenty feet of the site. The
collective yard and the side yard are grassed spaces
with some trees. Both help to absorb and defer the
constant heat in the warmer months. Regardless
which materials are chosen. The collective space
must be articulated to dominate the yard, the
remainder providing the exchange zone from one
space to the next.
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Containment and Access
The orientation of the space is defined with a grey
band. Privacies are rendered completely gray.
Access from the street builds the dimension of the
site through the porch and continues along the edge of
the building ending in the collective territory of the
yard. It is approximately centered within the width of
the site, convenient to all outdoor and indoor living
spaces.
Access is also to the center of the dwelling in the
direction of the unit. The continuity of space claimed
by the access builds diagonal associations amongst
the use territories.
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Containment. and Access Diagram
Spatial Overlap and Zones of Exchange
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Facade as an Urban Element
The streetscape projected is both similar and different
from that of 18th century Charleston. The buildings
designed are of similar dimensions. The main body
of the house is an imageable singular form. Both the
porch zone and the zone of the fireplaces and wall are
built and evident The garden wall definition which
builds the dimension of the street has been maintained
in the same form with gates and foundation walls.
The house-garden-house alternation established has
been continued and is critical to understanding the
space of Charleston. There is a similar range of
variations at the building size, whether there is a bay
window or extension from the plane of the facade,
the articulation of the entry with some projecting
cover, etc.
Street Elevation
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The differences begin with the form of the section.
The fact that the roof zone incorporates the third floor
and that the form of the roof is building the light as
opposed to having the light enter through dormers as
was historically the case. Similar to both designs
(the old and the new) is that the form of the building
elevation is the form of the building section. As the
third floor is part of the roof zone it is optional for it
to step back in the zone of the facade to clearly
articulate roof from building as the hipped roofs did
from so long ago. The new section exaggerates the
differences between the zone of the wall and the zone
of the porch. The relationship is not symmetrical.
Of particular concern was the form and expression of
the building turning the corner from the public street
front to the collective other front and how the
building and the porch came together in space.
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Sun Diagram:
Equinox at 2:00 pm.
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...that a town shall have an edge and that at that edge
the countryside shall begin....an obstacle, it simply
means that at that point everyone suddenly starts
leaping in the same direction; which turns chaos into
an event....creating huge hazards in order to bring
clarity into the landscape. It is not zoning. Gordon
Cullen, The Concise Townscape. Conclusion
The design projections presented evolved from an understanding of a particular type of
building in the context of a particular place, Charleston, South Carolina. It is the method
of research, not the design solution which is of interest and could be applied to other
places to understand the operative characteristics of their built fabric. If the method with
which I investigated the Charleston Single House were applied to a more inclusive
number of building types, appropriate guidelines for building in the city of Charleston
could be established. It is not by merely matching a minimum number of particular
elements, details or relationships that enables one to build successfully in any given
context. An understanding of current physical, social and cultural conditions is required.
The rigor with which I investigated the Charleston Single House was of worthwhile
effort; but a microcosm of knowledge if trying to understand the capacity for growth and
change in Charleston with its rich variety of environment.
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Design Projection One:
Model at 1/16"= l'-0"
Solution:
- Four cars were accommodated on the lot, two at the
street front and two at the rear. It was evident that if
a collective yard was to be maintained, cars needed to
be restricted to the front twenty feet of the lot.
- The FAR ratio was increased as well as the building
volumes, which now included some two story spaces,
to accommodate 3- three to four bedroom units. At
the rear of the site the roofs were turned perpendicular
to the direction of the lot (north-south) so as to allow
light to pass between lots. The stairs were located
adjacent to/ as a marker for the entry to each unit.
It became evident that the site was overbuilt. The
access along a continuous edge of porch columns
broken only by the stair towers indicating entry, built
the direction of the site to an extreme. No longer was
there containment at the site size; the virtual
townhouses could have continued for blocks. The
volumes of the buildings were all the same (no longer
any range in sizes) and too high for the site. Two
story spaces should be limited to the roof zone.
Moving the stair allowed for diagonal continuity
between interior, overlapping spaces, but resulted in a
loss of containment along the back wall.
Appendix: Initial Design Explorations
View from the street.
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View from above towards the rear.
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View from the street.
Design Sketch:
Using the "habitable wall" as the spatial structure for
generating a five lot design. The wall was shifted
above the first floor to allow light to penetrate the
units in the center of the lot.
This sketch is limited. The spatial structure requires
another dimension. It became evident that the
integrity of the zero lot line must be maintained.
Introducing light at the rear wall was not a bad idea,
but should be limited to a one or two foot zone (as
opposed to a partial use dimension).
Wall plane sketch model
View of model as a plan.
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Design Projection Two:
Model at 1/8" 1'-"
This was designed as if it we pat of a larger
developmnent. An alley was incorporated at the rear of
the site from which to access parking (located below
the first floor of the rear unit). The site can be
accessed as usual from the front and now from the
larger size collective of the alley at the rear. The rear
of the lot is built so as to contain the site as well as
to indicate from the street that the yard is collective.
In order to access the rear dwelling the yard must be
constructed as a public territory. The roof of the rear
dwelling is parallel to the direction of the alley. This
is a mistake as the roof zone and size of what was
once the kitchen house is lost. Dimensions become
confused. Independent dwellings do not add up to a
collective understanding of the site. Turning the roof
also builds a continuous edge along the alley, a
mistake as the alley, being a tighter space requires a
greater capacity for expanding into the adjacent zones.
There is a range of dwelling sizes: 2-two bedroom
units, 1-one bedroom and 1- studio. The largest size
should not be limited to only two bedrooms.
The fireplaces have been pulled away from the wall to
build the zone as positive space, to introduce some
light and to increase the territorial definition this
element of the spatial structure provides. The spatial
orientation is no longer towards the solid wall
dividing properties but towards the interior of the
dwelling. The stairs are located along the rear wall,
providing some containment to the space which is
now oriented out to the porch. Clear zones are
established: the wall, a narrow zone of light, the
fireplaces within the main body of the interior space
(access meanders diagonally through the center of the
dwelling and the overlapping spaces), the porch, and
the yard.
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The Charleston Single House
#92 Church Street
#94 Church Street
A
view trom aDove mio me iengm o we siue.
View from the street. Notice the dark.
shadows cast.
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